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About Us

Reality creates dreams, and dreams 
become reality.
  
Who would have thought, the words 
‘Get Your Own Fucking Lighter’ 
inscribed onto a lighter, and a simple 
script over a floral-printed tee would 
turn into a household name and 
become an instantly-recognisable 
global brand.

HYPE. started off with a small office 
space in Leicester, rapidly taking over 
the whole building. Employees would 
grab a skateboard to get from unit 
to unit, dodging security, and taking 
photoshoots on the roof.

With the use of Social platforms, 
HYPE. made their mark in the fashion 
world with global superstars such 

as Jay-Z, Cara Delevingne and Tom 
Hardy representing the brand.

Currently, HYPE. have two offices, one 
in the heart of Shoreditch, London, 
and the headquarters residing in 
a-then-abandoned warehouse 
transformed with the Trotters 
Independent Trading Co three-wheel-
er, The Hype and Hounds Reality pub, 
a games area with Time Crisis 2 and 
interior and exterior graffiti.

The first batch of stock sold out 
within a matter of hours after winning 
a t-shirt printing competition on 
Facebook.  The magic just keeps on 
happening, and HYPE. can now be 
found in over 175 UK stockists and 27 

territories worldwide.
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Our range

HYPE. began with printed t-shirts. 
Now we have snowballed into mens-
wear, womenswear, kidswear and 
accessories, including a lot more than 
just tees. HYPE. is a lifestyle, and we 
want to ensure we are seen as an 

everyday essential. Our current lines 
include everything you can imagine 
from a fashion brand, and so much 
more. 

We sold over half a Million 
backpacks in 2019 alone.

• Hoodies
• Joggers
• Sweatshirts
• Tees
• Vests 
• Polo Shirts
• Coats
• Parkas
• Coach Jackets
• Tech Jackets
• Cagoules 
• Shirts 
• Suits and Blazers 
• Jeans
• Chinos 
• Shorts 
• Sliders, Flip-Flops

• Snapback Caps
• Bobble Hats 
• Beanies 
• Body Suits 
• Swimwear 
• Skirts 
• Dresses
• Backpacks 
• Holdalls 
• Bum Bags 
• Pencil Cases
• Laptop Sleeves 
• Phone Cases
• Camping Stools 
• Water Bottles 
• Lunch Bags
•                 Bucket hats



Sustainability

- Fully Recyclable Packaging

- Reduced Packaging

- Flight Ban

- Local Sourcing

- We turn returned product 
into Pants with Pantee.

- Carpool Scheme

- PET fabric Backpacks
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Clothing 
Positioning

HYPE. is a readily available 
commercial brand with a footing in 
key retailers both online and instore, 

HYPE. pricing positioning is accessible 
to the masses with relatively low pric-
es, HYPE. competes with well known 
sport and lifestyle brands alike.
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Accessories 
Positioning

To the right you can see the HYPE. 
accessory placement in comparison to 
other similar accessory brands. Hype 
is extremeley price competitive in 
this space whilst still maintaining core 
values of quality, in most instances far 

surpassing that of its closest 
neighbour in terms of fabric bases 
and construction. With the 
accessible pricing comes the wider 
spread availability and scope for 
volume distribution.
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Stockists

From what started with one UK retail-
er, HYPE. can now be found at thou-
sands stockists worldwide. During the 
rapid global expansion of HYPE., we 
hand pick and audit each retailer to 
ensure they compliment the brand. 
Working closely to create exclusive 

collections, meeting their unique 
demographics. HYPE. is currently 
stocked in 27 territories around the 
world, next stop, global domination. 
Check out several of our credible 
stockists to the right. 
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Hype has already established a domi-
nant position on the UK market place. 
Thes past year HYPE has seen a sharp 
spike in International demand with 15 
new International market entries 
including Australia, Belgium, 

Canada, Germany, Italy and 
Sweden through our collaborating 
with highly regarded distributor part-
ners. Our ambition by 2022 is to be 
active in 50 International markets. 
See all our current terriroties below.

International
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Integrations

An exciting development of 
integrations with different 
marketplaces. We hand select all of 
partners to ensure we have the best 

possible experience while online 
shopping for our customers. Our goal 
is to have 100 marketplace partners 
locked in within the next two years. 

Plus other select partners
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Hype has witnessed exponential 
growth since it’s conception in 2011 
that has seen the brand become a 
genuine must-have on the UK high 
street through a diverse but incredibly 
loyal fashion savvy consumer. 

Ensuring we best maximise continued 
demand we are convinced our newly 
formed strategic alliance with 
Samsung C&T UK adds further 

endorsement of the brands unlimited 
scope and potential. It will bring 
essential underpinning of our back 
office support functions with 
particular focus upon our supply 
chain, demand planning and logistics 
as we embark upon further growth 
not only in the UK but 
Internationally wide. 

Samsung



HYPE.’s European Distribution Centre, 
Located a 4-minute drive away from 
HYPE.’s headquarters in Leicester. The 
brand have created a 
semi-automatic distribution centre. 
With 52,000 square footage on 1.7 
acres of land, this has become the 
base for all of HYPE.’s European 
deliveries and stock holding. 
Both business to business and 

business to customer teams will 
be based here; justhype.com staff, 
customer service and warehouse 
operatives. HYPE. have increased their 
staff, with hopes to create more job 
roles for the community. 

Warehouse
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Located in one of London’s main 
cultural hotspots, Brick Lane, is The 
Truman Brewery which is home to our 
London Showroom and PR team. It is 
here where we showcase our current 
and future collections to both current 
and new stockists as well as host 

seasonal PR and Press events. We 
have also recently developed a new 
showroom situated in our head office 
which exhibits our latest collections 
and a place to meet with partners and 
customers. 

Showrooms
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Trade Shows

We’re proud of everything we do at 
HYPE. and trade shows are 
essential for us to showcase our prod-
ucts to new stockists and 
media outlets. Since we began, HYPE. 
has been seen at trade shows all over 
the world and gives us the opportu-
nity to talk about what we stand for 
and the products we make. These 

events have allowed us to create 
strong partnerships and create some 
of our strongest collaboration work. 
We’ve previously enjoyed 
showcasing the brand at places such 
as Miami, New York, 
Stockholm, Germany, Italy and Cali-
fornia.
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Keeping uniform with the brand 
DNA, we designed a range of instore 
displays to showcase our products; 
clothing, backpacks, accessories and 
sliders. Enhancing the evolution of 
HYPE. The Lifestyle through the crea-

tivity of product displays. Our displays 
can be found in retail-giants such as: 
Debenhams, John Lewis, Selfridges, 
Fenwick, Harrods. With expectations 
to be launched in every one of our 
retail partner stores. 

Instore Identity
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/JUSTHYPE 1,1M LIKES 4.8M AVERAGE REACH 

@JUSTHYPEOFFICAL 323K FOLLOWERS 2.1M AVERAGE IMPRES-

JUSTHYPE.COM 4% CONVERSION 12%-20% LEAD GENER-

E-MAIL LIST 400K + SUBSCRIBERS 38% OPEN RATE

An exciting element of The HYPE. 
Lifestyle, is our presence on social 
media. With this increasing rapidly, it 
brings new opportunities to interact 
with our global following; achieving 
insight into what customers really 
want. HYPE. have four UK-based 
instagram accounts and an additional 
14 international accounts, all driven 
towards The HYPE. lifestyle. With new 

campaigns running and influencer ac-
tivity spiking across HYPE. platforms, 
this keeps people returning to see 
what’s new while exposing the brand 
to new audiences. 
HYPE. are currently working to drive 
more users to their YouTube and 
TikTok platforms with new creative di-
rections tailored to specific audiences. 

Social Media
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Following HYPE.’s success, we’ve been 
no stranger to the press. Not only 
is our brand worn by a wide range 
of celebrities and influential figures, 
but we have now attracted attention 
of a number of media  outlets. This 
includes print publications from the 
likes of mainstream magazines Front, 
NME and DJ Mag as well as major 

news outlets The Independent and 
the New York Times. We have also 
received glowing articles on culture 
websites High Snobiety, Complex, 
Drapers and Hypebeast. These 
publications have covered product 
reviews, company profiles and inter-
views and have contributed to the 
growth of HYPE. 

Press
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• 86
• 50 Cent
• Aurielle Sayeh
• Alex Adair
• Alex Love
• Alexa Goddard
• April Towers
• Ashley Walters
• Ashley Louise James 

(MIC)
• Alfie Allen
• Alexis Knox
• Anne-Marie
• Amplify Dot
• Bashy
• Ben Pearce
• Ben Thatcher
• Becky Hill
• Blonde
• Beside The Bridge
• Banditsu
• Big Narstie
• Brooklyn
• Cara Delevingne
• Calum Scott
• Casey Neistat
• CC Clarke
• Charlotte De Carle
• Chipmunk
• Craig David
• Chris Ramsey
• Damon Hess
• DJ Camo
• DJ Cable
• DJ Fresh
• DJ Target
• Disciples
• Doc Brown
• Dru Wakely
• Don Broco
• Ed Westwick
• Ellie Goulding
• Etta Bond

• Elle Exxe
• Eskino
• Eric Lampaert
• Footsie
• Flatbush Zombies
• Flux Pavilion
• Fekky
• Foreign Beggars
• Gabrielle Aplin
• Giggs
• Gary Beadle
• Gorgon City
• Hacktivist
• Harvey (So Solid 

Crew)
• Hannah Allinson
• Hannah Wants
• Idris Elba
• Jack Garratt
• Jammer (BBK)
• Jeremy Loops
• Joel Dommett
• Jessica Woodley
• Jonas Rathsman
• Jeremy McConnell
• Jamz Supernova
• Jamal Edwards MBE
• Kali Burns
• Kevin McCall
• Krept & Konan
• Kid Ink
• Kidd Kidd
• Klingande
• Laura Whitmore
• Last Japan
• Lucy Spraggan
• Lunar C
• Little Mix
• Liquez.67
• Linn Lowes
• Mallory Knox
• Maya Jama
• Mikill Pane

• Megan Prescott
• Mimi Bouchard
• Nina Nesbitt
• Ohara Davies
• One Direction
• Oli White
• Olivia Cox
• Oliver Proudlock
• Peltsman
• Phoebe Lettice
• P Money
• Paloma Faith
• Queen Kwong
• Raye
• Rebecca Dudley
• Rudimental
• Rizzle Kicks
• Room 94
• Rou (Enter Shikari)
• Scott Timlin (GS)
• Section Boyz
• Sian Anderson
• Sigala
• Skindred
• Shorty (BBK)
• Scorcher
• Tempa T
• Tinchy Stryder
• Tinie Tempah
• Tino Kamal
• Toyboy & Robin
• Tough Love
• Tom Hardy
• The Internet
• The Wanted
• The First Kings
• Thomas Turgoose
• Years & Years
• Yinka Bokinni
• Vanbanter

    And many more.....

We like celebrities, and celebrities like 
us! We’ve endorsed exciting current 
and upcoming celebrities, and have 
seen a huge spike in high-profile 
names wearing HYPE. after buying it 
of their own accord. With appearances 
in TV shows, both scripted and reality, 

music videos, movies, photoshoots, 
magazines, interviews, social media 
posts, paparazzi snaps. Take a peek at 
the below at celebrities who have con-
tinued to support us over the years, 
just to name a few! 

Celebrities
JAY-Z

CARA DELEVINGNE

CRAIG DAVID

MIMI BOUCHARD

TOM HARDY

IDRIS ELBA

CASEY NEISTAT

DJ JAZZY JEFF

50 CENT

ELLIE GOULDING

DUCKIE THOT

BIG SHAQ
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KID INK

KSI

JADE THIRLWALL

YO GOTTI

STEVIE BEAR

ALEX BOWEN

KREPT

TINIE TEMPAH

ALESSO

ED WESTWICK

SIGALA

JOEL DOMMETT

CHLOE SIMMS

SUPERWOMAN

BIG NARSTIE

PERRIE EDWARDS

LAURA WHITMORE

LINN LOWES

JADAKISS

KENDALL JENNER

JOSH BEECH

GIGGS

HARRY STYLES

CARSON
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HYPE. is not the only name to gain 
global attraction in 2016 as 
Leicester City Football Club (LCFC) 
soared to the top of the Premier 
League. As an official sponsor of 

the club, the brand is showcased 
on the stadium boards and seen by 
millions. We also gain further reach 
through LCFC’s huge social media 
presence.

LCFC Football
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Events

Since HYPE. began, it has always been 
important for us to have a personal 
connection with our 
customers and maintain the brand as 
a lifestyle. 

One of the key ways for us to meet 
our customers is through the large 
number of events we hold and 
sponsor each year all over the globe. 
This includes huge launch parties for 

collaborations such as The Simpsons, 
Barbie and Pokemon as well as for 
ASOS, Topman and many more. 

Music is also a big part of what HYPE. 
stands for, leading us to sponsor 
festivals and music events from Rise 
Festival on the French Alps to a boat 
for Shorebeach Festival. And that’s 
just scratching the surface. 
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ShoreBitch

We’ve been working with our good 
friends at Shorebitch for some years 
now. The London-based events brand 
are leading the way in the capital’s 
clubbing scene, bringing a unique 
warehouse-esque vibe to urban music 
night-life. We’ve done a number of 
events and launch parties with 

Shorebitch, both in London and 
abroad at festivals and are now our 
go-to people whenever we’re planning 
a party. In partnership with Shore-
bitch, we make uniforms for the staff 
and have our own event area for DJs 
and festival-goers alike.

Rise Festival

We took to the slopes of the French 
Alps to join up with the guys at Rise 
Festival. We held our own event there 
along with the folks of
Shorebitch, which see artists like So 
Solid Crew, Kano and Artwork 

perform in front of a packed out 
crowd on the top of a mountain. 
We also run a limited clothing line 
each year for the festival giving 
exclusivity to all of our HYPE. 
followers attending.
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Lovebox 

In 2017 we sponsored Lovebox 
Festival for the third consecutive 
year. As an apparel partner we kit 
the staff out in bespoke uniforms as 
well as having a gifting suite for the 
performing artists to come check out 

our range and get themselves decked 
out ready to go on stage! 
By doing this, HYPE. is seen by 
thousands and reinforces us as a 
lifestyle brand that people want to be 
a part of. 

Ibiza Rocks

With music being such an
encompassing part of what we do, 
we’re very excited to be working with 
one of the biggest dance festivals on 
the planet; Ibiza Rocks. We’ve devel-
oped a line of 

Ibiza Rocks products, ranging from 
t-shirts, bum bags and reversible 
bucket hats. Similar to other 
festivals, we supply the staff and 
artists with HYPE. clothing as well as 
running our own stage.
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The sunny island of Pag, Croatia 
welcomes Fresh Island Festival for 
another year, seeing the likes of Sean 
Paul, Giggs and Krept and Konan for a 
three days of musical madness. What 
started six years ago, Fresh Island is 

becoming a big name in the festival 
roster with global DJ’s and MC’s per-
forming every year. HYPE have part-
nered with the festival this year with 
an exclusive range of clothing which is 
available to Fresh Island attendees.

Fresh Island

Eastern Electrics landed in the 
sunny Morden Park, London for 2017 
with a lineup that included Carl Cox, 
Âme and Denis Sulta. We teamed up 

with EE to bring an exclusive collec-
tion that was 
exclusive to festival goers. 

Eastern Electrics
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The biggest festival in Sweden, taking 
over international events is enabling 
us to shape our brand into becoming 
a lifestyle. Amaze Festival we took 
over all staff uniforms and were the 

headline sponsors. With a VIP section 
dedicated to us, we invited our 
Swedish influencers to celebrate our 
partnership with Amaze. .

Amaze Festival

Australia’s most popular electro dance 
festival, playing host to a handpicked 
selection of international and local 
house music in the heart of Sydney. 

We took our influencers, dressed 
them up in head to toe HYPE. and had 
a wild time!

Harbourlife
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Licences 

So, we have the clothing down to a 
tee.. What’s next? We are rapidly
expanding our brand moving into new 
catagories such as 
cosmetics, watches, underwear, 

glasses, luggage and stationary.
We are huge believers in working with 
top experts in their fields to ensure 
the best products possible, while 
keeping the Hype. ethos and image. 
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Travelling with ease, in style. Avail-
able in cabin, medium and large, 
with 4-wheel drive, and a polycar-
bonate shell. Inside luxury includes 
embossed lining, zipped pockets and 

compression straps. Available in our 
most sought-after prints and quickly 
becoming best sellers on our own 
website our luggage divion is set to 
have explosive growth.

Luggage Underwear
Our underwear extends to boxers, 
bralets, briefs, crew socks and ankle 
socks in a variety of core colours and 

trending prints. Across mens womens 
and kids.
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To celebrate our HYPE. frame collec-
tion, we teamed up with optical giant, 
Specsavers for an exclusive collection. 
With 2,000 pairs selling weekly, the 
collection has rolled out into every UK 

store, and now into their internation-
al stores. Alongside our Sunglasses 
offering our optic selection goes from 
strength to strength.

Optics Watches
Our ever-growing and developing 
range of watches features our HYPE. 
trending prints, onto silicone and 
leather straps, with high-tech me-

chanics and watch faces available in 
both adults and kids styles. 
Distributed worlwide.
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The ultimate back to school essen-
tials. Our stationery line includes, note 
books, pencils, pens, water bottles, 
travel mugs and stationery storage 

tins. Available in our top trending 
prints for both girls and boys. The 
perfect compliment to our every 
growing backpack sales.

Stationery Cosmetics
Cosmetics and HYPE. go hand in 
hand; trending fragrances combined 
with trending prints and accessories. 
Every cosmetics drop, HYPE. includes 
an element of clothing, enforcing the 
lifestyle of the HYPE. brand. Teaming 

up with key influencers and sold 
through some of the biggest chains 
throughout the UK and Europe our 
Cosmetic Arm is set to carve its own 
eclectic path in the ever growing 
space.
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Our Taiwan marker specific product is 
standalone to our core HYPE. offering 
with oversized silouettes, influences 
from Hip Hop Culture and More
tougue and cheek designs it truely 
embodies everything the brand is 
about but amplifies it further. Product 

is exclusively retailed through Taiwan 
stand-alone stores, giving the collec-
tion genuine exclusivity. With product 
released seasonally the ranges are 
always ahead of the trends and often 
industry leading in terms of new and 
emerging look + feel.

Taiwan Homeware
I mean, who wouldn’t want a HYPE. 
bedroom? Our extensive range of 
bedding features traditional and 
easily recognisable prints. A practical 
birthday or Christmas gift. Spanning 

across all areas of homeware with 
the ambition of becoming a true 
lifestyle brand the homewear division 
is pushing boundaries newly explored 
by the brand.
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Collaborations

Aside from our iconic trademark prints, 
we are also known for our global collab-
oration collections.  Artist and Illustrator 
Luke Dixon was our first ever 
collaboration, entwining it with our 

launch, the now iconic Einstein print. 
Luke Dixon is at the forefront of popular 
modern art, with his unique 
illustrations being used by Nike, Adidas, 
Front Magazine and ourselves.
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The Simpsons

One of our biggest collaborations to 
date has been with the globally recog-
nised brand The Simpsons. 
Covering a range of iconic 
characters we set out to make

the brightest and loudest 
clothing we’ve ever created, 
including hoodies, t-shirts, bags, sweat-
ers and much more. 
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Spongebob

Considering the success of the HYPE 
x Simpsons collaboration, it only made 
sense that we needed to work with an-
other fun brand. Our collaboration with 

Spongebob Squarepants followed in the 
similar fashion with the use of iconic 
characters, bright colours and, of 
course, a huge launch party.
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Ninja Turtles

Partnering with the globally loved 
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles brand we 
decided to focus on the darker side 
of the cartoon. Inspired by the dark 
underground and stealth vibe, the col-

lection was designed using mainly mono 
tones. Following our launch party at our 
Boxpark store, the collaboration was a 
sell-out success. 
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Barbie

Following the success of the dark TMNT 
collection, we decided it was time make 
things bright again. Our collaboration 
with Barbie followed in the footsteps of 
The Simpsons and Spongebob Squarep-

ants with another loud collection and 
an even louder launch party. Aimed 
towards our female customers, the 
HYPE. x Barbie collaboration was a huge 
success. 
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Pokemon

In 2016 we saw the Pokemon franchise 
resurface and take over the world once 
again. This was the perfect opportunity 
to collaborate in classic HYPE. style. Us-
ing a wide range of iconic Pokemon on 
colourful prints and unique items, the 
collection was seen being worn from 

children to nostalgic adults. As one of 
the biggest collections we’ve ever done 
for a collaboration along with a huge 
launch party at the Carnaby Street pop-
up, HYPE. attracted a vast amount of 
media and public attention.  
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Coca-Cola

Teaming up with one of the most recog-
nisable brands on the planet, the HYPE. 
x Coca-Cola collaboration features some 
of the most interesting styles yet. From 

can-shaped bags to aluminium style 
caps, this collection is bold and 
compelling.
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Star Wars

Bringing the force to fashion, with a 
new range of collaborative apparel, we 
mixed our street wear codes with fan-
tastical elements from George Lucas’s 
iconic franchise. We kept the collection 
monohrome tones to stay true to the 
light and dark sides portrayed in the film 
series. Introducing beaming tech fabrics 
that replicate the flash of a lightsaber’s 
glow in true Jedi style, to a teddy fabric 

hoodie that mimic’s Chewbacca’s mane. 
The inspiration behind the collection 
came from the original films, we
 referenced cloths from the film, for 
example the bomber. This capsule col-
lection is different to others as we went 
for more subtle prints on the linings 
instead of our normal all-over print, we 
achieved a collection that wouldn’t look 
out of place on a Star Wars set. 
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Call of Duty

Inspired by the combat missions behind 
the game; highlighting specialist icons 
that represent the characters. Wear 
the tee and battle through the iconic 
settings in an all-out survival and 
elimination experience. 

To celebrate the release of the new 
Call of Duty: Black Ops 4 game, HYPE. 
have created a capsule collection that 
you’d want to wear while playing the 
game. With the ultimate comfort in 
mind, combined with fashion trends, the 

range boasts t-shirts, long-sleeved tees, 
crewnecks, hoodies, shorts, joggers, two 
styles of bags and a scarf for the chillier 
months. 

Featuring a military enforced bum 
bag in black with flashes of orange. 
Highlighting a rubberised logo, four 
pockets and embossed pullers. Worn 
three ways, depending on the type of 
gamer you are. 
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Jurassic Park

With a huge wave of nostalgia, with this 
collection, we rewound it back to 1993, 
in Isla Nublar, When Dinosaurs Ruled 
The Earth and Life uh…. Finds a way. 

Inspired by the authentic Jurassic Park 
duvet spread, HYPE. X JURASSIC PARK 
have brought you a timeless capsule 
collection with nods to 90s retro shapes 
and finishes. 

In true HYPE. style, we touched base 

to our roots by including loud and lairy 
linings, rips and distressing, embroidery 
and Velcro patches. 

Featuring a Dinosaur skin texture, 
sporting rib knits and the instantly 
recognisible T-rex skeleton logo, this 
collection will have you hunting for 
Steven Spielberg’s iconic trilogy. 
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Disney

“Laughter is timeless, imagination has 
no age and dreams are forever.” – Walt 
Disney

Inspired by Mickey and Minnie in the 
90’s; this collection will make you revisit 
your younger years, bringing a sense of 
nostalgia.  HYPE. X DISNEY have bought 
you a #throwback apparel collection, 
with reference to 90’s sports silhouettes 
paired with a primary Red, Blue and 
Yellow colour palette. 

Enchanting a character-covered 
collection of sweats, t-shirts, tape sets 
and mickey-ears-style accessories; think 
fairytale meets street-wear.  

With colour blocking, chenille patches, 
sports ribbing, mesh and playful 
pockets, you’ll see Donald Duck in some 
tricky situations, oh boy, oh boy, oh boy. 

Creating the nostalgic American dream 
on set, we wanted to capture the true 
meaning of “if you can dream it, you can 
do it” – Walt Disney.  That moment in 
your teenage years where boundaries 
weren’t set and your head was above 

the clouds. 
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Budwesier

Streetwear meets The King of Beers. 
An apparel collection highlighting the 
iconic Budweiser colour pallet of red, 
navy, white and silver.

Boasting a collection of tees including 
an oversized silhouette shape. Sweat 
sets highlighting a quarter neck zip. A 
Cuban-collared shirt with an all over 
print and matching basketball shorts. 
Rain defecting dark-wash denim jacket, 
a puffer jacket shape with an HYPE. 
applique crest on the sleeve. It’s a col-
lection you’ll want to wear with a bottle 
of Bud in your hand.

Introducing the first ever Budweiser can 
shape backpack, featuring a removable 
dual-logo bottle opener puller. With a 
premium finish implementing a cooler 
bag inside lining. 

Attention to the little details, each 
garment embraces a co-branded hem 
tab with the #HYPEXBUDWEISER 
trending hash tag. Contrasting neck and 
sports ribbing, branded panel and micro 
taping, poly tricot and cotton fabrics 
entwined with a screen print finish.
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Playstation

A collection of out-there prints in royal 
blue, red and a hint of yellow? .. Our 
HYPE. X PlayStation clothing collection 
was inspired by the retro PlayStation 
console and on-trend styles. 

Featuring a kimono for those lazy days 
where you just want to game ’n’ chill. 
The collection includes tees, bodysuits, 
backpacks, sweats and a whole load of 
comfort. 

Referencing the popular racer trend 

that’ll leave your current top score a 
thing of the past. Catering to both male 
and female, the pastel tones will 
brighten up even the cloudiest of days. 

With recognisable logos as well as the 
PlayStation loading print, some will 
prefer R2, R2, L1, R2, Left, Down, Right, 
Up, Left, Down, Right, Up. But there’s 
easier ways to boost your Arsenal with 
this collaboration collection. 
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Universal Monsters

HYPE-O-WEEN just got real. 
We teamed up with Universal Monsters 
to create a spook-tacular clothing 
collection just in time for Halloween.

Inspired by Iconic monsters: Franken-
stein, Creature from the Black Lagoon 
and The Mummy. Entwined with a 
modern element featuring characters 
and references from Childs Play, Casper, 
Psycho and Shaun of The Dead. 

Highlighting key over-sized silhouettes, 
dished hem styles and drop shoulder fits 
combined with HYPE.’s classic shapes. In 
a range of sweats; crew, hoodie, jogger, 

tee, and legging, crop tee and a shirt 
shape. 

Bringing the tie-dye trend into darker, 
more menacing and autumnal colour 
ways. Retro feels with vintage-looking, 
over-sized graphics nodding to 
nostalgic character trends. 

Introducing our standard shirt shape 
with a Cuban collar. Featuring an 
all-over ripped-style character print. This 
shirt is the ultimate October wardrobe 
staple, pair with a popcorn bucket and a 
classic horror film. 
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Riverisland

We teamed up with retail giant, River Is-
land to create the ultimate mix ‘n’ match 
kidswear styles across older girls and 
boys ranges (5-12 years). A collaboration 
capsule collection inspired by sporty-
esq, on-trend activewear that you can 
keep casual or dress up. 

Featuring trending monochrome with 
red, green and yellow tones, entwined 
with mesh, jersey, scuba and cotton 
fabric bases. Embossed logos in 
full-force combined with storm effects 

and animal-prints.

Boasting exciting developments with 
mesh-insert hoods, tech draw cords, 
printed and solid piping techniques, 
double layering and woven taping. 

With a fun and energetic approach, 
this collection brings elements of the 
sporting world and the fashion forward 
together. 
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Future Collaborations
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Lookbooks
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S/S12 Collection

• PHOTOGRAPHER - GOBINDER JHITTA  • BRIGHTON •

A/W12 Collection

• PHOTOGRAPHER - GOBINDER JHITTA • WALES •
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S/S13 Collection

• MODELS - SHAWNEE BADGER, JESSIE ANDREWS • PHOTOGRAPHER - GOBINDER JHITTA • LOS ANGELES •

A/W13 Collection

• MODELS - PIPPA HOLLAND, JIMMY Q • PHOTOGRAPHER - GOBINDER JHITTA  • LONDON •
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S/S14 Collection

• MODELS - SUKI WONG, ALISA UENO • PHOTOGRAPHER - GOBINDER JHITTA • HONG KONG •

A/W14 Collection

• PHOTOGRAPHER - GOBINDER JHITTA • SHERWOOD FOREST •
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S/S15 Collection

• MODEL - PRESTON  • PHOTOGRAPHER - GOBINDER JHITTA • LOS ANGELES •

A/W15 Collection

• MODEL - GAZ DOCKER • PHOTOGRAPHER - JOE DOCKER • SOUTH WALES •
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S/S16 Collection

• MODELS - CONNOR CALDER, POLLY ELLENS • PHOTOGRAPHER - JOE DOCKER • BERLIN •

A/W16 Collection

• MODELS - JOSH COLEMAN, HANNAH OWEN • PHOTOGRAPHER - GOBINDER JHITTA • BERLIN •
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S/S17 Collection

• MODEL - BASH SANCHEZ • PHOTOGRAPHER - JOE DOCKER • LONDON •

A/W17 Collection

• MODEL - VIKTOR SEBASTIAN • PHOTOGRAPHER - JOE DOCKER • WALES •
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S/S18 Collection

• MODEL - DARIUS TRABALZA, URSULA GRIFFITHS • PHOTOGRAPHER - JOE DOCKER • TENERIFE • • MODEL - Devarnio, Liv solorzoano, Hannah Mussette, Jenna Kelly, Victoria Lapidus, Brian Souza, Yung Quinc, Thomas Castro • 
PHOTOGRAPHER - JOE DOCKER • NEW YORK CITY •

A/W18 Collection
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S/S19 Collection

• MODEL - Kyle Beaumont, Tyrone Hermit, Paul Hutchie, Mikey Speakman, Lorena Haliti    • PHOTOGRAPHER - JOE DOCKER • 
LOS ANGELES • MODEL - Wife E, Liam Layson, Emma Karla  • PHOTOGRAPHER - JOE DOCKER • DOWNTOWN LA •

A/W19 Collection
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S/S20 Collection

• MODEL - Jimmy Q, Emma Karla • PHOTOGRAPHER - JOE DOCKER • ROUTE 66, NEVADA, LAS VEGAS   • • MODEL - Alex Puxley • PHOTOGRAPHER - JOE DOCKER • UK  •

A/W20 Collection
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FEEL FREE TO CONTACT US
WHOLESALE@JUSTHYPE.CO.UK

WWW.JUSTHYPE.COM
#JUSTHYPE


